
REMOTE DATA BACKUP AND 

DISASTER RECOVERY SERVICES 
 

Years of IT support service enabled Solve Ltd. to provide superior IT services for 

businesses – some of these include; remote data backup and disaster recovery 

services! Businesses can now have peace of mind knowing that their critical and 

sensitive data is fully protected and recoverable. By utilizing Solve Ltd.' IT 

services, the assurance of data's security is of utmost importance and a relief to all 

business owners. 

The specialized remote data backup and disaster recovery is a remote service that 

backs up and recovers the business' data. Through a reliable and secure offsite 

location, and with the highest encryption available – it protects your digital data 

automatically, and is able to restore it at anytime from anywhere! Solve Ltd. uses 

military grade security, which is definitely a reassurance, to all businesses that 

require top security for their critical data. 

You have the ability to access your data 24 hours, 7 days a week. All this, and 

including; world class customer support is what you can expect from Solve Ltd. 

The internet vault enables businesses' user-friendly functions and at a reasonable 

cost, regardless of the size of your business! 



The multiple advantages of using data backup and recovery service are that the 

data is compressed and encrypted, for security measures, as well as allowing you to 

establish the automatic backup schedule. By doing this, the data is transported to 

an offsite secure data center. In addition to this, reports are produced, and the data 

backs up again to provide a second offsite copy. The data is saved on hard drive 

disk arrays for immediate online recovery. The convenience of restoring data 

anytime, from any computer is a prominent feature. This is done by installing an 

agent-less software into one computer or server.  

This system is a better, and simplified method to store valuable business and 

personal data. Solve Ltd. brings security and convenience for businesses that need 

to focus on business tasks, rather than worry about the safety and security of their 

sensitive information and data. 

Every business has important and sensitive data and information that needs to be 

safeguarded, as well as being easily accessed. In the event of an unfortunate 

disaster, businesses can rest assured that their data is safe, and secure and 

recoverable. This particular service; remote data backup and disaster recovery 

service is crucial, in order to preserve a business' significant information. Solve 

Ltd. has many solutions for businesses, to make their business operations more 

smooth and efficient.  



Is there anything more reassuring and convenient than knowing that your business' 

data is highly secured and easily accessible? And, by knowing that qualified 

technicians at Solve Ltd. are readily available, to assist with your IT support needs; 

is a valuable assurance for all business owners. 

Business owners can relax by knowing that their computing systems are up-to-date 

and the valuable remote data backup and disaster recovery service is available to 

them. Obtaining these necessary and vital services from a reputable IT support 

service, such as Solve Ltd., for a reasonable rate, permits all business owners to 

keep up-to-date with the progression of technology and apply them to their own 

business' IT needs. 
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